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NEWS FROM THE CABIN 

The new year has heralded a spate of activity on the ELISA front 
which feels positively spring like. The newly convened Access 
Group met on 3rd March and has determined to work on review, 
evaluation and development of the Edinburgh Libraries passport 
Scheme as well as the Edinburgh Libraries Guide. The passport 
scheme is proving to be a quiet success – over 1800 passports 
have been sent out from the ELISA office. There are discussions 
to extend the scheme to include over 16 year olds through their 
school libraries, and extending the geographical eligibility. The 
Libraries Guide continues to be perceived as a useful resource 
and discussions are focussing on giving it more functionality with 
links to profiles from TACIT and maps,etc. Our thanks should go to 
Fiona Laing of the National Library of Scotland for her work on 
updating the Guide. Please look at your Guide entry and check 
that it is up to date. The Access Group are also interested in 
looking at the promotion of these resources.  
 
The Web and e-Content Group met on 9th March and in their 
discussions picked apart the ELISA website and put it back 
together again! Various members of the Group will be working on 
different aspects of the site over the next couple of months so that 
by early May, we plan to have fuller and more dynamic content. 
Much of this work will be looking at feeding into news sources, 
making posting to the site easier, and making sure that ELISA 
activities are evident on the site. Work will also start at drawing out 
the profiles of services from TACIT and making this searchable as 
a useful resource. The e-Content work is focussing on the digitally 
accessible collections in and about Edinburgh. The first step is an 
audit of collections which will be co-ordinated by the ELISA 
Development Officer. 
 
16th March sees the Full Committee meeting to discuss and ratify 
the new strategy to take ELISA into a sustainable phase without a 
dedicated post. The very constructive and clear document will be 
made publicly available once the discussions have taken place.  
 
EVENTS 
• The ELISA and CILIPS East Branch Chartership Workshop 

took place on 4th March and was a great success. And due to 
popular demand there will be another one.  

• CILIPS East Branch are also holding a partnership event with 
Living Libraries and Edinburgh City Libraries 19th March on 
the innovative Living Libraries programme where you borrow a 
person as a book. Whilst this is particularly interesting for 
those working in communities, it is worthwhile having a look at 
the project as an indication of how imaginative libraries can 
be. A fantastic way to break down prejudices – perhaps there 
are all sorts of adaptations that could be made – a “British 
cultural bookshop” for foreign students studying in the UK. 

• Also on the 19th March CILIPS are holding a conference on 
Skills for Scotland: literacy, libraries and learning. Details of 
these events are on 
http://www.slainte.org.uk/events/evntcalendarsummary.cfm

• Check out the new training programme at Publishing Scotland 
– marketing on a budget looks particularly interesting to me!  

 
NOTA BENE - Contributing to TACIT 
After my rather pathetic message last month on the shortfall in 
copy for TACIT, I had a couple of lovely e-mails – one from Harley 
Haddow Library and one from the very new Scottish-Russian 
Forum Library – and we hope to feature these libraries in TACIT 
sometime in the near future. If you would like to contribute, or if 
there is a service you would like to hear about, please get in touch. 
I would also like to draw your attention to the fact that we have 
over 40 profiles now and are going to be featuring this as a 
resource on the ELISA website – please check that your service is 
represented and if not please get in touch with Wendy and book a 
space! 

New Resource for Librarians from Publishing Scotland 
 
The Publishing Scotland Yearbook, formerly known as the 
Directory of Publishing in Scotland, is now in its 21st year and 
sixteenth edition.   
 
The Directory was created in 1988 in response to a growing 
number of requests for publishing information from the SPA, 
and has grown in size and scope ever since.  
 
The new edition has been fully revised for 2009 and contains a 
substantial directory, including over 100 Scottish publishers and 
details of specialist interests and contacts. There are several 
new features this year: a calendar of major Scottish literary 
festivals, a glossary of publishing terms (for those moments 
when the difference between EPOS and EPS temporarily 
evades you) and details of Scottish writing prizes and previous 
winners. There are also listings of all the major Scottish literary 
organisations. All in all, it’s the ideal publication to have on hand
by the phone or computer.  
 
As well as a handy resource for those already working in the 
industry, it’s a useful starting place for anyone looking for an 
overview of the Scottish book trade such as new authors, 
recent graduates or someone considering a career change.   
 
The Yearbook is distributed by Booksource (T: 0845 370 0067)
and is available through all standard supply channels. For more 
information on the Publishing Scotland Yearbook 2009 please 
contact Vanessa Garden on 0131 228 6866 or e-mail: 
vanessa.garden@publishingscotland.org
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RAISING THE PROFILE: the Centre for Research Collections 
at Edinburgh University Library 
 
Edinburgh University Library dates back to 1580, when 
Clement Litill left his collection of mainly theological 
books to the town of Edinburgh.  The historic collections 
of the university include some 250,000 rare books and 
10 kilometres of manuscripts and archives.  Among 
these are the earliest surviving Scottish book (the 11th 

century Celtic Psalter), university records relating to 
Charles Darwin and Arthur Conan Doyle, and richly 
illuminated Islamic manuscripts.  The collections are of 
international importance but they have not been fully 
exploited or indeed made fully accessible.  The new 
Centre for Research Collections (CRC) was set up to 
change that. 
 
The CRC, based on the 5th and 6th floors of our Main 
Library in George Square, 
opened at the end of 
September 2008.  It was 
the first part of the library to 
be redeveloped as part of 
the ongoing Main Library 
Redevelopment Project, 
which is modernising the 
1960s Basil Spence 
building for the 21st 
century.  The CRC 
provides public space for 
research, teaching and 
learning in an area that 
before was mainly book 
storage.  It also provides 
11 strongrooms to house 
the core historic collections, in secure and environmentally-
appropriate conditions.  There is also a well-equipped 
Conservation Studio and a Digitisation Studio.  The public 
areas include a spacious reading room; a research suite where 
visitors can use catalogues, microfilms and digital images; our 
Research Support Collection with its large reference library; two 
seminar rooms equipped with state-of-the-art audio-visual 
equipment; and a display wall where we can show off highlights 
from the collections.  
The university has 
made a major 
investment in the 
historic collections 
and we are already 
seeing huge interest 
in the opportunities 
created – from 
academics using the 
collections in 
tutorials and 
workshops to people 
researching their 
family history. 
 
When I joined Edinburgh University Library as its first Rare Books 
Librarian in January 2008, the main priority was to move the 
collections to their new home.  This was a major task, not least 
because the collections had been moved several times in the past 
and had become fragmented in the process.  It was an excellent 
experience for a new member of staff to have to physically walk 
round the whole collection and measure up the different sections 
for the move – I wouldn’t claim to have read all 250,000 books, but 
I think I have seen most of them, at least their spines!  The move 
itself was exciting and nerve-racking: glass-plate negatives, fragile 

medieval manuscripts, large Torah scrolls and enormous plate 
books all had to be packed up and moved from the basement to 
the new 5th floor.  We made some remarkable discoveries during 

and after the 
move, 

including an 
overlooked 

copy of the 
1493 

Nuremberg 
Chronicle and 
a German 

musical 
manuscript of 
the 15th 
century.  Now 
that the 
collections are 
all in place, we 
can see just 
how much 

potential they offer, and how much work is 
waiting to be done in terms of cataloguing, 
digitisation and conservation. 
 
The CRC brings together four major 
collections groups: the Special Collections of 
manuscripts and rare books, the University 
Archives, the Lothian Health Services Archive 
with its records of health and medicine in the 
Lothians going back to the 18th century, and 
the Museums Support service which includes 
the university’s Fine Art collection.  Many of 

these collections are 
closely related (e.g. 
we have 
manuscripts, books 
and objects relating 
to Sir Walter Scott) 
and the CRC is 
breaking down some 
of the barriers that 
used to exist 
between them.  I 
have something of a 
double role in the 
CRC: in the first 
instance I am 

responsible for developing the rare book collections (which 
includes buying books from booksellers and at auctions).  
Additionally, I coordinate the CRC public services, which 
includes managing our enthusiastic and committed reading 
room staff, developing our enquiries services and taking the 
CRC out to a wider audience via talks and displays.  
Demand has been amazingly high since we reopened – 
despite having a deliberately low-key opening, we have all 
been rushed off our feet!  In addition to finding our feet in a 
completely new space, with the collections in a completely 

new location, we have taken on additional work such as teaching 
part of the university’s MSc in Material Cultures and the History of 
the Book.  All this interest this is excellent news for our users and 
for the collections.  We have material that is found nowhere else in 
the world, and now readers have a bright, modern public space 
with suitable facilities to see it. 

For further information on the CRC, including information on 
access, please visit 
http://www.lib.ed.ac.uk/resources/collections/crc/

Joseph Marshall 


